High-speed running performance: a new approach to assessment and prediction
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Bundle, Matthew W., Reed W. Hoyt, and Peter G. Weyand. High-speed running performance: a new approach to assessment and prediction. J Appl Physiol 95: 1955–1962, 2003; 10.1152/japplphysiol.00921.2002.—We hypothesized that all-out running speeds for efforts lasting from a few seconds to several minutes could be accurately predicted from two measurements: the maximum respective speeds supported by the anaerobic and aerobic powers of the runner. To evaluate our hypothesis, we recruited seven competitive runners of different event specialties and tested them during treadmill and overground running on level surfaces. The maximum speed supported by anaerobic power was determined from the fastest speed that subjects could attain for a burst of eight steps (~3 s or less). The maximum speed supported by aerobic power, or the velocity at maximal oxygen uptake, was determined from a progressive, discontinuous treadmill test to failure. All-out running speeds for trials of 3–240 s were measured during 10–13 constant-speed treadmill runs to failure and 4 track runs at specified distances. Measured values of the maximum speeds supported by anaerobic and aerobic power, in conjunction with an exponential constant, allowed us to predict the speeds of all-out treadmill trials to within an average of 2.5% (R2 = 0.94; n = 84) and track trials to within 3.4% (R2 = 0.86; n = 28). An algorithm using this exponential relationship for the remaining treadmill trials was nearly as accurate (average = 3.7%; R2 = 0.93; n = 77). We conclude that our technique I provides accurate predictions of high-speed running performance in trained runners and 2 offers a performance assessment alternative to existing tests of anaerobic power and capacity.

HUMAN RUNNERS CAN ATTAIN SPEEDS for a few seconds that are two to three times greater than those they can maintain for several hours. In relation to the duration of all-out running, these speed decrements are not uniform. Speed decreases markedly with increases in the duration of shorter efforts (i.e., <180 s) but only modestly with the same relative increases in the duration of longer ones (11, 12). Accordingly, top sprinters attain race speeds nearly twice as fast as those achieved by the best milers, but mile runners race only moderately faster than marathon runners do. The negative exponential relationship between all-out speed and run duration is generally attributed to differences in the metabolic power available from anaerobic vs. aerobic sources in relation to time (8, 9, 22, 24). Specifically, peak rates of anaerobic energy release, which fuel brief maximal efforts, decline rapidly as the duration of the trial increases (15, 21). In contrast, the peak rates of aerobic energy release during prolonged efforts vary relatively little with event duration. For example, well-trained athletes can maintain >80% of their maximum aerobic power for events from 10 to 120 min (5–7).

The quantitative relationship between maximal aerobic power and endurance performance has been well established for more than two decades (5, 6). Consequently, standardized laboratory tests of aerobic energy release have been established for some time. Assessments of the maximum running speeds supported by aerobic power, or the velocity at maximal oxygen uptake, are known to provide accurate predictions of performance across a wide range of endurance events (7). For short-duration events, an equivalent relationship between metabolic power and performance is not available. Thus equivalently accurate performance predictions for these events cannot be made from direct measurements on individuals (23). Establishing a relationship has been hindered by the inability to directly measure the anaerobic energy released in the body during high-intensity efforts. Although extensive experimental efforts (2, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18, 23) have been made to develop suitable techniques for the assessment anaerobic energy release and high-intensity exercise performance, success has been limited. At present, a satisfactory standardized assessment technique remains to be established, and performance predictions from direct measurements on individuals have limited accuracy (23).

We approached the problem of predicting high-speed running performance with the idea that these perfor-
mannances, like those for endurance efforts, might conform to a general relationship. We defined the difference between a runner’s maximum burst speed and maximum aerobic speed as an anaerobic speed reserve. We anticipated that the exponential decrements in all-out speed in relation to run duration would be the same for different runners in relation to their anaerobic speed reserves. If correct, the postulated relationship would allow high-speed running performance to be accurately predicted from two variables that can be directly measured on individual runners: the maximum burst speed and the maximum aerobic speed of the runner.

We undertook this study to test two hypotheses. First, we hypothesized that we could accurately predict all-out running speeds for efforts of any duration from a few seconds to several minutes (3–240 s) from two direct measurements: the maximum respective speeds supported by the anaerobic and aerobic power of the runner. Second, we hypothesized that we could develop a brief assessment technique that would accurately predict high-speed running performance in either the laboratory or the field.

METHODS

Experimental Design

Testing our first hypothesis required 1) obtaining measurements of the maximum speeds supported by the anaerobic and aerobic power of individual runners, 2) establishing individual speed-duration curves for each athlete, and 3) evaluating the agreement between the measured and predicted speeds for the all-out running trials completed. The quantitative expression of our hypothesis that the speed-duration curves of different runners would conform to a general relationship took the following form

\[ \text{Spd}(t) = \text{Spd}_{\text{max}} + (\text{Spd}_{\text{an}} - \text{Spd}_{\text{aer}}) \cdot e^{(-t/k)} \]  

where \( t \) is the duration of the all-out run, \( \text{Spd}(t) \) is that speed maintained for a run of duration \( t \), \( \text{Spd}_{\text{an}} \) is the maximum speed supported by anaerobic power, \( \text{Spd}_{\text{aer}} \) is the maximum speed supported by aerobic power, \( e \) is the base of the natural logarithm, and \( k \) is the exponent that describes the decrements in speed that occur with increments in run duration. We called the term \( \text{Spd}_{\text{an}} - \text{Spd}_{\text{aer}} \) the runner’s anaerobic speed reserve. The exponent \( k \) used for predictive purposes was 0.013. This was the average value of the individual best fits on data previously acquired from 17 subjects. None of these 17 subjects participated in the present study.

Testing our second hypothesis required 1) assessing whether high-speed running performances could be predicted from as few as two performance trials and 2) obtaining running performance data in the field to supplement that obtained in the laboratory. The speeds and durations of any two all-out trials, \( \text{Spd} \), and algebra could be used to create a system of equations, which, when solved, would predict the speed-duration curve from 3 to 240 s for individual runners.

Subjects and Protocol

Seven trained collegiate and postcollegiate runners, who were actively training or had recently finished their competitive season, volunteered and provided written, informed consent in accordance with the guidelines of Harvard University. Three subjects, average age 20 ± 1.5 yr (mean ± SE), specialized in races of 800 m or less and had 400-m personal records of <50 s, whereas the four remaining subjects, with an average age of 26.5 ± 3 yr, were long-distance specialists with an average 5,000-m personal best of 15 min 43 s. Estimated anaerobic (\( \dot{E}_{\text{an max}} \)) and measured aerobic (\( \dot{E}_{\text{aer max}} \)) maximums and corresponding running speeds (\( \text{Spd}_{\text{an}} \) and \( \text{Spd}_{\text{aer}} \), respectively) appear in Table 1.

Testing was generally completed in six sessions, with four sessions taking place in the laboratory and two sessions on the track. During laboratory sessions, subjects completed two progressive, discontinuous treadmill tests for respective determinations of the maximum speed supported by their anaerobic power and aerobic power. They also completed 10–13 all-out treadmill runs of varying speeds and durations to establish their individual speed-duration curves. Four to six all-out runs were completed during individual sessions. During the two track sessions, subjects completed four all-out runs at specified distances and a series of dash trials to determine their maximum overground sprinting speed. All running took place on level surfaces.

Measurements

Metabolic cost of running. The energy cost of running at speeds below the minimum eliciting maximal aerobic power (\( \dot{E}_{\text{aer max}} \)) was determined from steady-state rates of oxygen uptake in accordance with Consolazio et al. (4). Each subject underwent a progressive, speed-incremented, discontinuous treadmill test that consisted of 5-min bouts of constant-speed running interspersed with 3- to 6-min rest periods. The initial speed was 2.5 m/s. Speeds for subsequent bouts were increased by 0.3–0.5 m/s until a speed was reached at which the subject could not complete the 5-min bout despite a maximal effort. During minutes 4 and 5 of each bout, expired air was collected in Douglas bags. Aliquots from each bag were subsequently analyzed for oxygen (Beckman LB O2 analyzer, and Ametek S-3A oxygen analyzer) and carbon dioxide (Ametek CD-3A CO2) fractions after calibration with a gas of known O2 and CO2 concentrations. Minute volumes were determined by using a Parkinson-Cowan dry gas meter with simultaneous temperature determination with a digital TC thermometer (Wescor TH-65 TC thermometer). Rates of oxygen uptake, \( \dot{V}_{\text{O2}} \), were determined in accordance with Consolazio et al. (4). The metabolic rates required at running speeds above the minimum speed eliciting \( \dot{E}_{\text{aer max}} \) were estimated by a linear extrapolation of each individual’s oxygen uptake-speed relationship to the speed of the all-out run (17, 25).

Table 1. Metabolic power and speed maximums

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>( \dot{E}_{\text{aer max}} ), ml O2 kg(^{-1}) min(^{-1})</th>
<th>( \text{Spd}_{\text{aer}} ), m/s</th>
<th>( \dot{E}_{\text{an max}} ), ml O2 eq kg(^{-1}) min(^{-1})</th>
<th>( \text{Spd}_{\text{an}} ), m/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>101.1</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>102.1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>100.7</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>107.5</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>104.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>115.3</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>87.7</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \dot{E}_{\text{aer max}} \), maximum estimate of aerobic power; \( \text{Spd}_{\text{aer}} \), maximum aerobic speed; \( \dot{E}_{\text{an max}} \), maximum estimate of anaerobic power; \( \text{Spd}_{\text{an}} \), maximum anaerobic speed.
Metabolic Maxima

Maximal anaerobic power. $\dot{E}_{an,\text{max}}$ was estimated from the highest speed that subjects were able to maintain for eight steps without backward drift on the treadmill (26). These maximum speeds were determined from a series of brief runs administered intermittently at progressive speeds until the subject could no longer match the speed of the belt for eight steps. The fastest speed for which eight steps were completed with no backward drift on the treadmill was considered the maximum speed supported by anaerobic power. The corresponding metabolic power was estimated from a linear extrapolation of the relationship between speed and metabolic rate at lower running speeds for the individual runner (17, 25). The validity of the estimates obtained by using this extrapolation technique is unknown (19).

Maximal aerobic power. $\dot{E}_{aer,\text{max}}$ was determined from the progressive, discontinuous treadmill test previously described. The maximum speed supported by aerobic power was calculated from the highest single minute value measured for $\dot{E}_{aer}$ and the linear relation between $\dot{E}_{aer}$ and speed for each individual. A minimum of six steady-state values $<90\%$ of $\dot{E}_{aer,\text{max}}$ was used to formulate individual $\dot{E}_{aer}$-speed relationships for this purpose.

All-out Treadmill Runs

Treadmill trials were initiated by the subject lowering himself from the handrails onto the treadmill belt moving at the designated speed. Subjects were generally able to transfer their weight from the handrails to begin running without assistance in $<2$ s. They were instructed to maintain their position on the treadmill until they could no longer do so while putting forth a maximum effort. At the point of failure, they were to grab the handrails and straddle the treadmill as the belt was stopped. Throughout the testing, subjects wore a safety harness secured to the ceiling above the treadmill to prevent injury in the event of a fall. A minimum of 10 all-out trials were completed by each subject. Treadmill speeds for these trials were selected in attempt to elicit a range of trials were selected in attempt to elicit a range of treadmill speeds for one subject appear in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Running speed (A) and estimated rates of anaerobic (B) and aerobic (C) energy release as a function of the duration of all-out running trials for the fastest subject tested. Rates of anaerobic and aerobic energy release represent averages from the entire course of the run. Curves appearing for speed, $\dot{E}_{an}$, and $\dot{E}_{aer}$ were fit with equations of the following forms: $Spd(t) = Spd_{max} + (Spd_{an} - Spd_{max}) \cdot e^{-kt}$; $\dot{E}_{an}(t) = (\dot{E}_{an}) \cdot e^{-kt}$; $\dot{E}_{aer}(t) = \dot{E}_{aer}(1 - e^{-kt})$, where $Spd(t)$ is the speed maintained for a run of duration $t$, $Spd_{an}$ is the maximum speed supported by anaerobic power, $Spd_{max}$ is the maximum speed supported by aerobic power, $e$ is the base of the natural logarithm, and $k$ is the exponent that describes the decrement in speed that occur with increments in run duration.

Rates of anaerobic energy release. Average rates of anaerobic energy release for the all-out runs were calculated from the oxygen deficits incurred during the effort. The rate of oxygen taken up during the run was subtracted from the total oxygen demand. The latter was estimated from the oxygen uptake during the all-out running trial. Rates of oxygen uptake were averaged for the duration of each all-out running trial. Average rates were not determined for the longest trial.

Overground Running Tests

All measurements of overground running speeds were made at Harvard University’s Albert H. Gordon 200-m indoor track. During the two track sessions, subjects performed all-out runs at 100, 200, 300, and 400 m and numerous top-speed sprint trials. The 100-, 200-, 300-, and 400-m trials were performed in random order, with the subjects taking as much rest as they felt necessary for full recovery between trials. Subjects generally performed three of the four specified trials in one session and the fourth specified trial plus the top speed track trials in the second session. Subjects crossed the starting line for each trial after accelerating up to the top speed. All trials were hand timed with a stopwatch. The average velocities were determined by dividing trial distance by the timed duration.

Maximum overground speed. The maximum overground speed supported by anaerobic power was determined over the last 5 m of a 55-m straightaway to allow for full acceleration to the maximum sprinting speed before the timing zone. The time of voltage pulses corresponding to the interruption of infrared photocell beams positioned at 50- and 55-m marks on the track and at a height of 1.15 m were recorded at 5,000
Hz by a data-acquisition system (DIGIDATA 1200 16-bit, Axoscope 8.0, Axon Instruments). Run speeds were determined by dividing the time elapsed between beam interruptions by the 5-m distance separating the photocells. Subjects were instructed to take the time necessary for full recovery between trials. Sprint trials were repeated until the subject reported that he believed he had attained his fastest possible burst speed. The total number of sprint trials performed to establish the maximum for each individual ranged from five to seven. The fastest speed recorded was considered the maximum overground speed supported by anaerobic power and was used for subsequent analyses.

Data Analysis

Hypothesis test 1: actual vs. predicted speeds (full testing protocol). Measured speeds for the all-out treadmill and track runs were compared with the speeds predicted by Eq. 1 by using a linear least-squares analysis. The proportion of variance accounted for by our model was determined from deviations of the predicted values from identity, rather than from the relationship providing the best fit.

Hypothesis test 2: actual vs. predicted speeds (2-trial protocol). A linear least-squares analysis assessing deviations from identity was also used to determine the proportion of variance in all-out running performance that could be accounted for by two brief all-out runs. These runs were the maximum burst treadmill speed and the speed of the all-out run that was closest to 60 s in duration for the subject in question. Given the relationship provided in Eq. 1, predicting Spdan, Spdaer, and the remainder of a runner’s speed-duration curve can be calculated algebraically given duration (t1, t2) and speed (Spd1, Spd2) measurements of two all-out trials of different durations and a known value for k (here 0.013 for the one subject who reported muscle soreness during his track trials were excluded, the R2 value for the trials completed by the remaining six subjects was 0.91.

Maximum sprint speeds: treadmill vs. track. Maximum sprint speeds from the overground sprint test agreed well with the maximum eight-step speeds measured on the treadmill (Fig. 3A). The lone exception was the subject who complained of muscle soreness in the aftermath of the high-speed treadmill sessions. For the other six subjects, maximum track and treadmill sprint speeds agreed to within an average of 0.22 ± 0.08 m/s (range = 0.00–0.60 m/s). In the case of the one subject who reported soreness, maximum overground and treadmill speeds differed by seven times more than 0.22 m/s mean difference for the other six subjects (1.51 m/s; see outlying closed circle in Fig. 4). Of the remaining six subjects, three had maximum overground sprint speeds exceeding their maximum eight-step treadmill speeds, one had identical values for both, and two had maximum overground sprint speeds that were slightly less than their treadmill maximums.

Hypothesis test 1: actual vs. predicted level running speeds (full protocol). The all-out running speeds predicted by Eq. 1 using the mean k value of 0.013 and the measured individual values for the maximum respective treadmill speeds supported by the anaerobic and aerobic power of the subject appear in Fig. 5. Over a 2-fold range of running speeds and a 30-fold range (7–244 s) of run durations, actual and predicted speeds agreed to within an average of 2.5% for all of the 84 level treadmill runs completed (R2 = 0.94).

Hypothesis test 2: actual vs. predicted speeds (2-trial protocol). Our algorithmic procedure for predicting the speed of the all-out trials from the speeds and durations of two all-out running trials (3 and ~60 s) predicted the remaining treadmill trials to within an av-
Fig. 3. All-out running treadmill and track speeds in relation to run duration for the subjects with the fastest and slowest maximum sprint speeds (A) and all-out treadmill and track velocities expressed relative to the anaerobic speed reserve of these subjects (B). Despite different absolute speeds at a given duration (A), when expressed in relation to the anaerobic speed reserve, these differences are essentially eliminated. The curve were fit with the following equations: for A, \( \text{Spd} = \text{Spd}_{\text{ana}} + (\text{Spd}_{\text{ana}} - \text{Spd}_{\text{aer}}) \cdot e^{-kt} \); for B, relative \( \text{Spd} = e^{-kt} \).

discussion

The results from the tests of both our first and second hypotheses were positive. First, we found that high-speed running performance can be accurately predicted from direct measurements of the maximum speeds supported by anaerobic and aerobic powers of individual runners. Across a 30-fold range of trial durations and a 2-fold range of all-out running speeds (Fig. 3A), the speeds predicted with these two measures matched the actual speeds to within an average of 2.5 and 3.4% for the treadmill and track trials, respectively. Second, we were able to develop an abbreviated, and therefore more practical, testing procedure that provided predictions of similar accuracy. The shorter two-trial procedure predicted the speeds of the treadmill and track trials to within averages of 3.7% and 3.3%, respectively. Because the abbreviated procedure requires only speed and duration measurements for two all-out runs, test administration requires only a timing device, two measured distances, and the equations reported in the APPENDIX. The ease of administration and the predictive accuracy that we report identify our technique as a promising alternative to the many tests currently used to assess high-speed running performance.

**Hypothesis Test 1: Predictive Accuracy of the Full Assessment Technique**

The predictive accuracy of our technique was achieved in large part because each runner’s speed decrements occur in direct proportion to the difference between the maximum speeds supported by anaerobic and aerobic powers (Fig. 3B). We termed this difference \( \text{Spd}_{\text{ana}} - \text{Spd}_{\text{aer}} \) the anaerobic speed reserve of the runner. Although the magnitude of the speed decrements that occurred for different individuals varied

\[
R^2 = 0.93 \\
n = 112
\]

\[
R^2 = 0.89 \\
n = 28
\]
substantially (Fig. 3A), when expressed relative to the individual's anaerobic speed reserve, they were essentially invariant. Thus the duration for which any given fraction of the anaerobic speed reserve was maintained during an all-out effort did not vary between subjects. This result indicates that fractions of the anaerobic speed reserve provide an expression of relative exercise intensity for all-out bouts of 3–240 s. Given known values of Spdan and Spdaer, Eq. 1 can be used to calculate either the durations or speeds of all-out efforts in this range of durations.

**Hypothesis Test Two: Predictive Accuracy of the Abbreviated Assessment Technique**

Use of the maximum 3-s treadmill test (Fig. 2) and a second all-out treadmill trial of roughly 60 s enabled us to predict the speeds of the remaining treadmill trials to within an average of 3.7%. Predictions of level treadmill running performance generated by using the speeds attained on the track for the maximum sprint and 400-m trials were less accurate but still reasonably good (Table 2). The less accurate predictions in the latter case did not result from systematic differences between treadmill and track speeds for all-out runs of the same duration. Generally, we found close agreement between treadmill and track speeds for all-out runs of the same duration, including the maximum sprinting speed (Fig. 3A and Fig. 4). The one exception to the close overall agreement was a 1.6 m/s discrepancy in the maximum sprinting speed of the subject who repeated the same duration, including the maximum sprinting speed for all-out runs of 3–240 s. Given known values of Spdan and Spdaer, Eq. 1 can be used to calculate either the durations or speeds of all-out efforts in this range of durations.

**Table 2. Predictive accuracy of the two-trial testing procedure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin of the Values Used for Calculation</th>
<th>Predicted Trials</th>
<th>No. of Observations</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Average Error, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treadmill</td>
<td>Treadmill runs</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treadmill</td>
<td>Track runs</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track</td>
<td>Treadmill runs</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track</td>
<td>Track runs</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treadmill</td>
<td>Treadmill and track runs</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 2 speeds used in the calculation were Spdan and the run closest to 60 s in duration completed by each subject. No. of trials varies in accordance with those particular trials used to formulate predicted values.

Fig. 6. Predicted speed duration curves for Michael Johnson and Sebastian Coe, based on 2 all-out runs. For Michael Johnson the 2 runs utilized were his gold-medal performances at 200 and 400 m (A), in Atlanta, 1996. For Sebastian Coe, the runs utilized were his mile world-record run in August 1981 and his personal record for the 400 m (C). The speeds of the world record runs that Coe established at 1,000 and 800 m during the same 1981 season (C) were predicted by our 2-trial procedure to within 1.5 and 2.0%, respectively.

**Practical Implications**

Traditionally, tests of anaerobic power and capacity have been used to assess performance capabilities for brief, all-out exercise. The shortcomings of available techniques and ongoing lack of an acceptable standardized assessment technique have been described at length (10, 21, 23). Although considerable testing remains before the utility and value of our technique are fully known, the potential advantages could be numerous. The technique we present here may allow the administration and interpretation of performance tests for high-intensity exercise bouts to become brief and convenient as well as mode specific. For example, in conjunction with aerobic power as a copredictor, the proposed ~3-s all-out tests may extend the range of durations for which a meaningful physical work capacity (1) can be assessed to encompass efforts of <5 min in duration that have previously defied accurate quantification. Additionally, our results raise the possibility that the more lengthy and rigorous tests currently in use for estimating anaerobic capacity (17), critical power (18), and similar entities (3) may be unnecessary for assessing performance capabilities.

Although the conventional focus, and that throughout this paper, has been on predicting performance...
from measurements of metabolic power, the process can just as easily be reversed. Given measurements of all-out running speed for two or more trials that differ in duration, our model allows the maximum respective speeds supported by anaerobic and aerobic power to be determined algebraically by using the procedure that appears in the Appendix. This procedure can be used to predict not only the maximum speeds supported by both anaerobic and aerobic power but also the entirety of the speed-duration curve from 3 to 240 s and perhaps beyond. These predictions are of potential value to individuals who regularly engage in all-out running efforts of a few minutes or less but for whom frequent laboratory testing is impractical.

Overview and Conclusions

Our method provides an alternative to the many techniques that have been developed and implemented over the past half century (2, 13, 17, 18, 20) to assess performance capabilities during brief, all-out exercise. Two aspects of our approach made this possible. First, the relationship expressed in Eq. 1 incorporates terms directly influenced by the metabolic power available from both the anaerobic and aerobic sources of chemical energy that together fuel these efforts. In contrast, existing tests of anaerobic power, anaerobic capacity, and aerobic energy that together fuel these efforts. In contrast, existing tests of anaerobic power, anaerobic capacity, and aerobic power incorporate only one. Second, a single exponent appears to be sufficient to provide accurate descriptions of the relationship between the maximum speed provided by both sources of metabolic power in relation to the duration of the effort. Many previous investigators have noted the exponential nature of the decrements in anaerobic power and increments in aerobic power that occur as the duration of all-out running or other exercise becomes more prolonged (8, 9, 22, 24, 27). For parsimony, we used a brief quantitative description that includes only one exponent. This approach allows fitness testing for these efforts to be reduced to identifying the respective upper performance limits supported by the anaerobic and aerobic power of the individual. More conveniently, our algorithms allow these upper limits to be derived from performance data that can be obtained in a matter of minutes and from as few as two trials.

APPENDIX

Abbreviated Assessment Technique (2-Trial Protocol)

Given the relationships provided by Eq. 1, predicting Spdan, Spdaer, and the remainder of a runner’s speed-duration curve can be determined given duration (t1, t2) and speed (Spd1, Spd2) measurements of two all-out trials of different durations and the established k value of 0.013 (for durations in seconds and speeds in m/s) as follows

\[
Spd_1 = Spd_{aer} + (Spd_{an} - Spd_{aer}) \cdot e^{(-kt_1)} \\
Spd_2 = Spd_{aer} + (Spd_{an} - Spd_{aer}) \cdot e^{(-kt_2)}
\]

Subtracting Eq. 3 from Eq. 2 gives

\[
(Spd_1 - Spd_2) = (Spd_{an} - Spd_{aer}) \cdot [e^{(-kt_1)} - e^{(-kt_2)}]
\]

because the term Spd_{an} - Spd_{aer} is a constant that we have defined as the anaerobic speed reserve (Spd_{an res}), Eq. 4 becomes

\[
(Spd_1 - Spd_2) = Spd_{an res} [e^{(-kt_1)} - e^{(-kt_2)}]
\]

which can be rearranged and solved as

\[
Spd_{an res} = \frac{(Spd_1 - Spd_2)}{[e^{(-kt_1)} - e^{(-kt_2)}]}
\]

Spdaer can then be substituted into Eq. 2 to obtain

\[
Spd_1 = Spd_{aer} + Spd_{an res} \cdot e^{(-kt_1)}
\]

which can be rearranged to

\[
Spd_{aer} = Spd_1 - Spd_{an res} \cdot e^{(-kt_1)}
\]

Because the right-hand side of Eq. 8 is composed of known quantities, we can calculate a value for Spd_{aer} which then permits the calculation of Spdan

\[
Spd_{an} = Spd_{an res} + Spd_{aer}
\]

With calculated values for Spd_{an} and Spd_{aer} for a particular subject and the known exponent, either the velocity or run duration can be estimated for any run within the duration window for which our model applies.

This two-trial procedure was used to determine the Spdan, Spdaer, and the speed-duration curves for Michael Johnson and Sebastian Coe from their record-breaking 1996 and 1981 seasons, respectively (Fig. 6). Specific trial durations and speeds used for Michael Johnson were his gold medal runs in the 200-m (19.32 s) and 400-m (43.44 s) races from the 1996 Atlanta Olympics, whereas those used for Sebastian Coe were his personal best at 400 m (46.87 s; London, 14 July, 1979), and his world record for the 1-mile run (227.33 s) in August of 1981.
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